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We report on a simple and practical application of HARK, an easily available
and portable system for bird song localization using an open-source
software for robot audition HARK, to a deeper understanding of ecoacoustic
dynamics of bird songs, focusing on a ﬁne-scaled temporal analysis of song
movement — song type dynamics in playback experiments. We extended
HARKBird and constructed a system that enables us to conduct automatic
playback and interactive experiments with different conditions, with a
real-time recording and localization of sound sources. We investigate how
playback of conspeciﬁc songs and playback patterns can affect vocalization
of two types of songs and spatial movement of an individual of Japanese
bush-warbler, showing quantitatively that there exist strong relationships
between song type and spatial movement. We also simulated the ecoacoustic dynamics of the singing behavior of the focal individual using a
software, termed Bird song explorer, which provides users a virtual experience of acoustic dynamics of bird songs using a 3D game platform Unity.
Based on experimental results, we discuss how our approach can contribute
to ecoacoustics in terms of two different roles of sounds: sounds as tools
and subjects.

an open-source software for robot audition
HARK. Journal of Ecoacoustics. 2:
#EYAJ46.
https://doi.org/10.22261/JEA.EYAJ46

Introduction
Acoustic interactions are important for understanding intra- and interspeciﬁc communication in songbird communities. Recently, it is also
pointed out that ornithological community can make signiﬁcant
contributions to the nascent ﬁeld of soundscape ecology (Pijanowski
et al., 2011) in terms of measurement, process and application of soundscape (Gasc et al., 2017). We believe that sound source localization
using microphone arrays can greatly contribute to both research ﬁelds by
providing ﬁne-scale observation of spatially grounded acoustic events to
gain fundamental knowledge to understand biological — environmental
relationships in an acoustic space.
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Songbirds are one of the driver species of such ecoacoustic dynamics, and males produce long vocalizations
called songs to advertise their territory or attract females in a breeding season (Catchpole and Slater, 2008). For a
deeper understanding of ecological functions and semantics (Daimon et al., 2017) of their songs, it is important
to clarify the ﬁne-scaled and detailed relationships among their characteristics of songs (e.g., song types) and
behavioral contexts (e.g., movement, with/without neighboring rivals) of them.
Using microphone arrays is a promising approach to acoustically monitor wildlife that produce sounds
(Blumstein et al., 2011) for this purpose, because it can provide directional or spatial information of recorded
vocalization from recordings. There have been several empirical studies to spatially localize or estimating the
direction of arrival (DOA) bird songs using multiple microphones for playback experiments (Mennill et al.,
2006, 2012; Araya-Salas, et al., 2017; Hedley et al., 2017) and localization of songs of wild birds (Collier et al.,
2010; Harlow, et al., 2013). However, microphone arrays are still not widely used by ﬁeld researchers because of
the limited availability of both software and hardware.
Suzuki et al. (2017) are developing an easily available and portable system for bird song localization called
HARKBird. It automatically extracts sound sources (i.e., bird songs) and the DOA of each localized sound, both
of which are useful to grasp the soundscape around the microphone array. HARKBird consists of a standard
laptop PC with an open source software for robot audition HARK (Honda Research Institute Japan Audition for
Robots with Kyoto University) (Nakadai et al., 2017) combined with a low-cost and commercially available
microphone array. They showed the existence of temporal overlap avoidance in the singing behaviors of some
forest species (Suzuki et al., 2017) and successful spatial localization of song posts of the great reed warblers by
using multiple microphone arrays (Matsubayashi et al., 2017). Suzuki et al. (2018) further used multiple and
self-developed 16-ch microphone arrays and evaluated both the spatial and the temporal localization accuracy of
songs of these great reed warblers, by comparing the position and duration of localized songs around the song
posts with those annotated by human observers, and found signiﬁcant temporal overlap avoidance and an
asymmetric relationship between songs of the two singing individuals.
In this paper, we report on an application of HARKBird to a deeper understanding of ecoacoustic dynamics
of bird songs, focusing on temporal patterns of song characteristics and their behavioral contexts, which is a
ﬁne-scaled temporal analysis of song movement (i.e., changes in DOA of songs) — song type dynamics in playback experiments.
For this purpose, we focus on Japanese bush-warbler (Cettia diphone), which is one of the most popular
songbird species in Japan and widely distributed in our experimental ﬁeld. Males of Japanese bush warblers
sing two types of songs: type-H and type-L, that were similar but slightly different (Hamao, 2007). A type-H
song sounds as “Hoh-hokekyo” and its frequency is relatively high (Figure 1a). A type-L song has intermittent
whistles and sounds as “Hoh-hohohokekyo” (Figure 1b) with relatively lower frequency. The type-L song is
known as a threat to rivals in the vicinity because territory owners frequently use this type in the periphery of
their territory. Also, they return this type of song to replayed songs of other males (Hamao, 2007). Momose
(1986) reported they tend to sing type-L frequently while reducing the number of type-H songs and tended
to explore other individuals when the songs of conspeciﬁc individuals were replayed. It was also recently
reported that detailed song structures (e.g., the portion and inﬂation of frequency modulation) reﬂect ecological differences in their habitats (e.g., mainland or islands) (Hamao, 2013). We believe that detailed

Figure 1. An example spectrogram of a type-H song (a) and a type-L song (b).
These songs were used for playback experiments (SH and SL, respectively).
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analyses on the temporal relationship between song movement and song type reveal further understanding of
ecological roles of their songs.
By extending the framework of HARKBird, we construct a system that enables us to conduct automatic playback and interactive experiments with different conditions, with a real-time recording and localization of sound
sources. We investigate how playback of conspeciﬁc songs and playback patterns can affect vocalization of these
two types of songs and spatial movement of an individual of JBWA. The results showed quantitatively that there
exist strong relationships between song type and spatial movement, and some of the ecoacoustic dynamics of
songs were simulated using a software, termed Bird song explorer, which provides users a virtual experience of
acoustic dynamics of bird songs using a 3D game platform Unity (Naren et al., 2017).
Based on experimental results, we also discuss how our system can contribute to ecoacoustics in terms of two
different roles of sounds: sounds as tools and subjects (Farina and Gage, 2017; Pavan, 2017).

Materials and methods
HARKBird and the developed system
We used HARKBird1 to estimate the DOA of the sound sources acquired from a microphone array. The sound
source localization algorithm of HARK is based on the MUltiple SIgnal Classiﬁcation (MUSIC) method
(Schmidt, 1986) using multiple spectrograms with the short time Fourier transformation. Furthermore, we can
extract separated sounds as wave ﬁles for each localized sound using GHDSS (Geometric High order
Decorrelation based Source Separation) method. See Suzuki et al. (2017) for additional details of HARKBird
and Nakadai et al. (2010, 2017) for HARK. We adjusted the parameters to localize songs of the JBWA as much
as possible while suppressing localizations of other sound sources (e.g., water ﬂows).2
We used a laptop PC (TOUGHBOOK CF-C2; Panasonic) and a 8-channel microphone array (TAMAGO;
System in Frontier Inc., Tokyo, Japan (http://www.siﬁ.co.jp/en/)) placed on a tripod. The TAMAGO has 8
microphones that are horizontally arranged 45 degrees apart around its egg-shaped body, which enables us to
conduct 24 bit, 16 KHz recording with a PC connected with a USB cable. We adopted Ubuntu Linux 12.04 in
which HARK and hark-python were installed to execute sound source localization processes using HARKBird.
Because the current HARKBird does not support realtime recording with automatic and interactive playback,
we modiﬁed the network of HARK in HARKBird so that the system can record and localize in realtime while
performing automatic or interactive playback of a speciﬁed sound ﬁle using a loudspeaker (MM-SPBTBK;
Sanwa Supply) that was connected to the laptop with Bluetooth. Speciﬁcally, we added a Python script that will
be executed every time step (0.5 seconds) of the real-time localization process, and set up the script so that a
song ﬁle will be replayed at the appropriate timing based on experimental setups.
Playback and interactive experiments
We conducted automatic playback and interactive experiments on an individual of JBWA around his territory at
the Inabu ﬁeld, the experimental forest of Field Science Center, Graduate School of Bioagricultural Sciences,
Nagoya University, in central Japan (35°210 N, 137°570 E), in May 21st and 22nd, 2016. The forest is mainly
composed of conifer plantation ( Japanese cedar, Japanese cypress, and red pine), with small patches of broadleaf
trees (Quercus, Acer, Carpinus, etc.). In this forest, common bird species are known to vocalize actively during a
breeding season. JBWAs in particular breed in a bamboo thicket.
Speciﬁcally, we placed a system on an opened space (a parking space) in the ﬁeld (Figure 2). The space was
surrounded by trees or a bank. The focal individual usually sang on several trees around the loudspeaker and the
microphone array, and thus we can estimate the spatial change in his song location as the directional change in
his song location.
We used four different songs for playback experiments: the type-H song(SH) of the focal individual which
was recorded before the experiment, the type-L song (SL) of this individual, the type-H song of another JBWA
male (OH), and the type-L song of this male (OL). This another individual inhabited approximately 200 m
away from the system. We conducted noise reduction and normalization on the recordings of these songs. We
1 The website of HARKBird (2017). Last updated 25 November 2017. http://www.alife.cs.is.nagoya-u.ac.jp/~reiji/HARKBird/.
2 We used (1) the expected number of sound sources for the MUSIC method: 3 sources, (2) the lower bound frequency for the MUSIC method: 2200 Hz to detect each
vocalization by localizing the high frequency part of both types of songs while reducing low frequency noise, and (3) the threshold for source tracking: 28.5. See Suzuki
et al. (2017) or the website of HARKBird for the details of each parameter.
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Figure 2. (a) The experimental ﬁeld and the set up for playback experiments. (b) A snapshot of the system.

replayed these songs using three types of playing intervals. The two of them are the ﬁxed time interval settings in
which each song was replayed every 8 or 12 seconds (F8 and F12). In addition, we also interactively replayed
about every 3 seconds after the song of the focal individual was localized by the system (I3). As a result, there are
4 (SH, SL, OH and OL) × 3 (F8, F12 and I3) = 12 types of experimental settings. We also fconducted two
no-playback experiments (i.e., observation only) (N1 and N2). We started recordings of these no-playback experiments when the focal individual was singing around the ﬁeld.
For each experimental setting, we conducted a playback experiment for a few minutes. We picked up the
duration of 500 seconds during which the focal individual was singing repeatedly in the ﬁeld. As for the case of
OH/F12, we could not obtain such 500 seconds recording because the focal individual once went away from the
ﬁeld for a while. Thus, we extended the duration to 750 seconds to make the net duration during which the
focal individual sang repeatedly 500 seconds. Note that we conﬁrmed that the focal individual only sang during
experiments from the ﬁeld observation. We also conﬁrmed that the localized songs were of the focal individual
by checking the patterns of each song because it is reported that individual identiﬁcation of male JBWA was
possible by a combination of song patterns (Hamao, 1993).
After experiments, we manually classiﬁed the localized songs of the focal individual into two types (L or H).
We could ﬁnally obtain the timing, DOA and type of each song of the focal individual during the experiments.

Results
Playback experiments
Figure 3 shows an example of the experiment (I3), showing that both songs of the focal individual and the
replayed songs were successfully localized at different directions. The web-based versions of Bird song explorer,
which will be explained later in Discussion, with the two experimental results (N1 and SH/F8) are available
online,3 which provides users a virtual experience of acoustic dynamics of bird songs with these conditions
(Figure 4). A user is represented as an avatar agent,4 and can move around the virtual ﬁeld in which the focal
individual was singing by using a keyboard interface (forward (up), backward (down), turn left (left), turn right
(right), jump (space)).
We visualized the directional distribution of each song type (Figure 5) in all experiments.5 We observed the
typical effects of song playback on the behavior of the focal individual. For example, in the cases without song
playback (N1 and N2), the focal individual sang both type-H and type-L songs frequently at one or two speciﬁc
locations on trees. On the other hand, in the other cases with song playback, the number of the type-H songs
decreased while that of the type-L songs remained relatively consistent.
3 The website of Bird Song Explorer (2017). Last updated 26 October 2017. http://www.alife.cs.i.nagoya-u.ac.jp/∼naran/bird_song_explorer/JBWA/.
4 We used Unity-chan (© Unity Technologies Japan/UCL) for the representation of the avatar.
5 The data of playback and interactive experiments on a Japanese bush warbler (2018). Last updated 7 June 2018. http://www.alife.cs.i.nagoya-u.ac.jp/~reiji/jea2018/.
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Figure 3. An example of the experiment (I3), showing that both songs of the focal individual and the replayed songs
were successfully localized at different directions from the microphone array.
Top: the spectrogram of the recording of a channel. Middle: MUSIC spectrum, which represents the likelihood of the sound
existence, calculated for each time and direction. Bottom: the time and the direction of the localized sources by extracting high local
peaks (red) in the middle panel.

We focused on the effects of experimental conditions on the average amount of change in the DOA
between consecutive songs and the proportion of type-H songs (Figure 6). We regarded the change in the
DOA as the rough estimate of the change in the spatial location, because the distance between peripheral
trees on which the focal individuals sang frequently and the microphone array was similar (approximately
10 m) (Figure 2). The result clearly shows that the focal individual tended to sing the type-H songs and
tend not to change its DOA largely when N1 and N2. On the other hand, he tended to sing the type-L
songs and moved frequently and far, ﬂying over the loudspeaker, in the other cases with song playback.
This tendency was more signiﬁcant in the cases with 8 second interval of playback than the cases with 12
second, implying that more frequent playback had stronger effects on the behavior of the focal individual.
However, we observed strong effects in the case of interactive playback while the average playback interval
was 19.2 seconds, which was longer than 12 seconds (F12). This implies that interactive playback had different effects on the behavior of the focal individual. We also observe a weak tendency that these effects

Figure 4. A screenshot of the Bird song explorer (Naren et al., 2017) which was customized for simulating playback
experiments.
A user can experience the soundscape in which the focal songs of JBWA and playback songs by a loudspeaker come from their
estimated locations.
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Figure 5. The directional distribution of each song type in all experiments.
The circular bar graph represents the histogram of the direction from the microphone array to the location at which the focal
individual sang in 500 seconds. The arrows in the histogram represents the trajectory of movement in each experiment. Red: type-H,
blue: type-L. N1, N2: no playback (observation only). OH (OL): the type-H (type-L) song of another individual. SH (SL): the type-H
(type-L) song of the focal individual. F8 (F12): the ﬁxed playback interval of 8 (12) seconds, I3: interactive playback.

were stronger when the songs of the focal individual were replayed than the cases of the songs of other individual and when the type-L songs were replayed than the cases of the type-H songs. This also implies the
type of playback songs might affect responses from the focal individual. There were bimodal peaks in the
histogram of the directional changes and the song type of the subsequent songs (i.e., the type of song that
was sung after the movement) in the DOA (Figure 7). The large changes in the direction correspond to the
movement between distant trees, while the small changes correspond to the movement on a tree or neighboring trees. It should be noticed that the focal individual tended to sing type-L songs after large directional changes, because the peak on the right consists of the type-L songs. This implies the song movement
— song type relationship in his behavioral dynamics.
Statistical analysis
To clarify such behavioral tendency, we conducted a randomization test of the proportion the vocalization of
type-L songs after a large change in the DOA (Figure 8). Speciﬁcally, we discretized the time series of directional
change by classifying the amount of directional changes into large (>T degree) and small (≤T degree) (T = 45 for
J. Ecoacoust. | 2018 | 2: #EYAJ46 | https://doi.org/10.22261/JEA.EYAJ46
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Figure 6. The proportion of type-H songs in all vocalizations and the amount of changes in the DOA between songs
in all experiments.
The line represents 95% bootstrap percentile conﬁdence interval based on 100,000 resamplings.

N2, OH/I3, SH/F12, SL/I3; T = 30 for the other settings), and calculated the estimate of the proportion of
type-L songs after a large directional change when the order of the directional changes was randomized, repeating
100,000 times of a random series generation. The observed proportion of the type-L was almost 1 and this was

Figure 7. Histograms of absolute changes in the DOA between consecutive songs (red: type-H, blue: type-L).
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Figure 8. A randomization test of the proportion the vocalization of type-L songs after a large change in the DOA.
Each red point represents the observed proportion of vocalization of the type-H song. The black dot and the error bar represents the
average value and the 95% bootstrap percentile conﬁdence interval of 100,000 resamplings.

signiﬁcantly larger than those with randomized cases in almost all experiments, showing this behavioral tendency
is signiﬁcant.
Also, we measured transfer entropy between the discretized directional changes and the subsequent song type
(Figure 9), which has been recently used to analyzing information ﬂows in complex systems (Bossomaier et al.,
2016). Speciﬁcally, this measure quantiﬁes the expected amount of directional information ﬂow from one time
series to another; the transfer entropy TEY→X from a discrete time series Y = {yt}t=1,2,… (source) to another
discrete time series X = {xt}t=1,2,… (destination). Given the past one value of X, the amount of reduction in the
uncertainty about the future value of X (i.e., the reduced entropy of the transition probability of X) by knowing
the past one value of Y is calculated as follows:
TEY !X ¼



X
xtþ1 ,xt ,yt

p(xtþ1 jxt , yt )
p(xtþ1 , xt , yt ) log
p(xtþ1 jxt )


(1)

In our case, X and Y correspond to the time series of the change in the DOA and the type of subsequent song.

Figure 9. The transfer entropy between the discretized directional changes and the subsequent song type.
a: from the directional change to the subsequent song type. b: from the subsequent song type to the directional change. Each red
point represents the observed value and the black dot and the error bar represents the average value and the 95% bootstrap
percentile conﬁdence interval of 100,000 resamplings of the source (former) time series.
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We compared the observed value of the transfer entropy with its estimated value of randomized cases in which
the source time series was randomly shufﬂed. The observed information ﬂow from the directional change to the
subsequent song type is basically higher than the one in the randomized case, and signiﬁcantly high in 6 cases
(Figure 9a). On the other hand, there was no signiﬁcant information ﬂow from the subsequent song type to the
directional change (Figure 9b). This means that the song movement clearly affects the type of the subsequent
song.

Discussion
We conducted automatic playback and interactive experiments to understand the dynamics between song
characteristics and behavioral contexts in various playback conditions by extending HARKBird and using a realtime localization feature of HARK.
Our system successfully observed effects of playback on behavioral patterns of an individual of JBWA in different
environmental conditions. While decreasing the number of songs, the focal individual altered his behaviors by a
large change in his position measured by DOAs in playback experiments. This observed behavioral tendency well
ﬁtted with the ﬁeld observation in previous studies (Momose 1986).
While the results were from the observation of a single individual, experimental results with various combinations of different playback songs and ﬁxed playback intervals showed a general tendency that the shorter playback
interval had stronger effects among ﬁxed playback experiments. On the other hand, the interactive experiments
had also strong effects while the average song interval was 19.2 seconds. Maynard et al. (2012) showed duetting
male long-tailed manakins avoid overlapping neighbors but do not avoid overlapping playback-simulated rivals.
Our results may imply the differences in effects of ﬁxed interval playback and interactive playback. We could
also observe a weak tendency that type-L songs and songs of focal individual had stronger effects on the behavior
of the focal individual, which might be because type-L songs had more aggressive roles and replaying songs of
the focal individual himself could be more unnatural situations for the focal individual. Our system can contribute
to analyze detailed behavioral changes in different playback conditions because the settings of conditions can be
modiﬁed easily by modifying a script.
Furthermore, the ﬁne-scaled data enabled us to further clarify the song movement — song type relationship
that the focal individual tended to sing the type-L song after a large directional change in the DOA from the
microphone array, using a randomization test. We also clariﬁed this tendency using transfer entropy analyses,
which showed the signiﬁcant information ﬂow from the spatial behavior to the singing behavior. This tendency
appears to be plausible when we consider that the type-L song is used as a threat to rivals in the vicinity
(Momose, 1986; Hamao, 2007), because there is a high possibility of the existence of rivals when the focal individual moves to another new place.
To obtain these data, we were necessary to manually remove unnecessary sound sources and classiﬁed songs of
the focal individual into two classes (type-H and type-L). However, the DOA of each song was estimated from
the system, which is the most important information that could not be easily and consistently obtained by
human observers. We believe that techniques of machine learning will enable us to discriminate these sounds
automatically according to the research purposes.
Natural sounds can be both the tool (i.e., an ecological attribute that can be utilized to investigate a broad
array of applications such as the indirect measurement of biodiversity or habitat quality) and the subject (to
understand the properties of sound, its evolution, and its function in the environment) of ecological research in
the context of ecoacoustics (Farina and Gage, 2017; Pavan, 2017). We believe that our system could use biological sounds for both cases.
As for the former case, aiming at acoustic monitoring of bird behaviors in their habitat space, we could successfully observe a strong directionality of a JBWA’s songs without playback. This not only showed the presence
of the focal individual during the experimental periods but also potentially reﬂected the spatial structure and the
acoustic quality of the habitat space (i.e., trees in an open space). The playback experiments further showed how
such directional distributions of songs were modiﬁed by external biological factors (i.e., simulated intrusions by a
rival). It should be noted that the system could quantitatively measure the behavioral changes with and without
external factors, by the average change in the DOA of the sound source. This implies that these data can be used
for long-term monitoring of bird behaviors in their habitat space.
As for the latter case, aiming at understanding functions of their songs, observed differences showed that external
biological factors affected both spatial distributions and the song type patterns of conspeciﬁcs, while manual
classiﬁcation of song types is still required. We also observed the movement — song type relationship of the focal
J. Ecoacoust. | 2018 | 2: #EYAJ46 | https://doi.org/10.22261/JEA.EYAJ46
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individual. This is also a clear example of the strong environmental and behavioral relationships, which cannot be
easily quantitatively measured without the sound source localization systems.
In addition, the obtained data are rich enough to recreate the soundscapes of bird songs in the ﬁeld where we
can virtually experience such acoustic environments. We developed a software, termed Bird song explorer, which
provides us a virtual experience of acoustic dynamics of bird songs using a 3D game platform Unity as a new
way of representation of acoustic behaviors with spatial information (Naren et al., 2017). As illustrated in
Figure 4, a user, represented as an avatar, can explore a virtual forest based on the extracted songs from a real
recording. In this virtual forest of which spatial structure is roughly simulated, an avatar hears each separated
sound (song) replayed at the position which reﬂects its DOA at its localized timing, assuming the microphone
array was placed in the center of the forest. The user can experience the soundscape composed of these sounds
by using an OS dependent software with a surround sound system or a VR interface (e.g., Oculus Rift), or a
web-based stereo system (as introduced above). We believe that this kind of representation of acoustic data with
spatial information will be an important technique to better represent ecoacoustic dynamics of bird behaviors.
Future work includes more detailed analyses of bird behaviors using multiple microphone arrays and the development of automatic sound source classiﬁcation based on machine learning techniques.
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